We identify the critical theory controlling the universal, low temperature, macroscopic properties of both quantum and classical ferromagnetic chains. The theory is the quantum mechanics of a single rotor. The mapping leads to an efficient method for computing scaling functions to high accuracy.
A number of recent papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have studied the finite temperature properties of ferromagnetic quantum spin chains. At low temperatures, macroscopic observables can be fully characterized by two dimensionful parameters which characterize the ground state. A convenient choice for these is the ground state magnetization density M 0 , and the ground state spin stiffness ρ s . Then the macroscopic properties of a quantum spin chain of length L, in the presence of an external magnetic field H, and at a temperature T are fully universal functions of the dimensionless ratios that can be formed out of these parameters. A convenient choice for these ratios is (recall that in d = 1 ρ s , has dimensions of energy · length)
Here we have used units in whichh = k B = 1 and absorbed a factor of gµ B into H (µ B is the Bohr magneton). Thus, for instance, the temperature dependent magnetization density obeys [5] M = M 0 Φ M (r, h, q) where Φ M is a universal function. This, and other, universal functions will depend upon the boundary conditions on the chain: we will focus, for simplicity, on periodic boundary conditions i.e. on spin rings. There is no method for computing Φ M in complete generality-in this paper we shall show how to compute Φ M efficiently in a limiting case when the quantum ring can be described by an effective classical model. A convenient point for beginning discussion is the spin-wave expansion. This expansion is valid provided r ≫ 1 (provided h is not too small), and it is quite easy to use standard methods to determine the leading term. For a ring we find
where the sum is over all integers n. An interesting property of this expression emerges in the limit r → ∞, h → 0, but with
fixed; then we find
. The implication of recent work [3] [4] [5] is that this limit is non-trivial at each order in the spin-wave expansion, and that the resulting series is in fact a property of the classical ferromagnetic ring. Thus we may define the classical scaling function φ M by
Classical behavior emerges in this limit because the ferromagnetic correlation length becomes larger than the de Broglie wavelength of the spin waves. One possible approach to the computation of the scaling function φ M is to compute the magnetization of a nearest-neighbor, classical ferromagnetic chain, whose statistical mechanics was computed by Fisher some time ago [6] . The scaling limit of Fisher's solution was studied in recent work [3, 4] , and led e.g. to the result φ M (g, 0) = . However, the computations required to achieve this limited result were quite lengthy and involved. In this paper we shall develop an efficient method to computing the complete function φ M (r, g) to essentially arbitrary accuracy. This will be done by a precise identification of the critical theory controlling this crossover function.
We begin by considering the partition function of a classical Heisenberg model in a uniform magnetic field:
where the exchange constants J(i) ≥ 0, J(i) = J(N −i), the n i are unit 3-component vectors which are integrated over. The universal critical theory emerges when we take the continuum limit of this action. With a lattice spacing a, the continuum limit will be characterized by the values M 0 = 1/a, L = Na, and ρ s = a i i 2 J(i). Our results apply to all systems in which the summation in the definition of ρ s is convergent-for J(i) ∼ i −q this is the case for q > 3. The continuum field theory which emerges by this method gives the partition function Z c :
where the integral is now a functional integral over unit vector fields n(x) satisfying n(0) = n(L). A key property of Z c is that it is a finite field theory, free of ultraviolet divergences. This becomes clear when we re-interpret Z c as the imaginary "time" (x) Feynman path integral for the quantum mechanics of a single particle with co-ordinate n(x) restricted to lie on a unit sphere: no discretization of time is required to define this problem. As a result, all observables are universal functions of the couplings in Z c , and it is useful to now transform to dimensionless variables. We rescale spatial co-ordinates y = T x/ρ s , and obtain Z c :
Subsequent computations are best carried out using the Hamiltonian, H, of the quantum particle described by Z c :
This describes a single quantum rotor with unit moment of inertia, angular momentum op-
, in the presence of a "gravitational" field g. There is no need to consider the radial motion as the length of n is constrained to unity. The logarithm of Z c equals the free energy of the quantum system H at a "temperature" q; in the original spin ring, q is the ratio of correlation length at H = 0 to length of the system. For other boundary conditions, Z c will be given by appropriate propagators of H.
We now consider eigenvalue equation Hψ = Eψ. As H commutes with L z , eigenstates are divided to subspaces of azimuthal quantum number m = ... − 3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, .... In spherical co-ordinates (θ, ϕ), ψ is given by e imϕ u(θ). At g = 0 u(θ) is given by the associated Legendre Polynomials P |m| l (cos θ) and eigenstates of H are spherical harmonic states |l, m with l ≥ |m|. The matrix elements of H in this basis are
Notice that H is tri-diagonal in each m subspace: this makes numerical diagonalization of H quite straightforward. The eigenvalues of Hamiltonian is given by E m,n (g), and n = 0, 1, 2, ... is number of nodes of function u(θ). We also generated a power series expansion in g for the ground state energy E 0,0 (g) using a symbolic manipulation program (Mathematica); this leads to the magnetization scaling function for the infinite ferromagnetic ring φ M (g, 0) = −dE 0,0 (g)/dg, for which we find 
All coefficients are rational numbers. In the complementary large g limit, the particle spends most of its time near the 'north pole', and in its vicinity it experiences a harmonic oscillator potential well. It therefore pays to work now in the basis states of this harmonic oscillator and thereby generate a perturbation expansion valid for large g. Parametrizing E = −g + √ gε and u(θ) = (θ/ sin(θ)) 1/2 f (g 1/4 θ) ; this gives us an eigenvalue equation for f : (h 0 + h 1 )f (z) = εf (z) with
where z ≡ g 1/4 θ. Notice that h 0 describes a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator in radial co-ordinates. Its eigenstates |n , n ≥ 0 have energy ε 0 = 2n + |m| + 1 and are represented by generalized Laguerre polynomials z |m| L |m| n+|m| (z 2 )e −z 2 /2 . Further, notice that h 1 can be expanded as a series in positive integer powers of z 2 , with all terms being small for large g. The matrix elements of h 1 in the |n basis can be determined by repeated use of the identity z 2 |n = (2n + |m| + 1)|n + n(n + |m|)|n − 1 + (n + 1)(n + |m| + 1)|n + 1 . It now remains to diagonalize h in the |n basis, which can be done order by order in g
by Mathematica. Such a procedure was used to generate an expansion for the ground state energy, E 0,0 (g) and hence for φ M (g, 0): 
Unlike the small g expansion, which has a finite radius of convergence, the large g expansion is only asymptotic. In particular, the large g limit loses topological information associated with tunneling paths which traverse the south pole-such paths will lead to 'instanton' contributions which are exponentially small for large g. In Table 1 we give the higher order coefficients of these expansions. For the quantum ferromagnetic Heisenberg ring with spin 1/2:
we can calculate the magnetization at N = ∞ limit for given temperature and magnetic field using thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations [3] . The magnetization still obeys the same limiting scaling function. The stiffness constant ρ s is Ja/4 and M 0 is 1/2a. In Fig.2 we compare the magnetization as a function of g = JH/8T 2 . As T goes down, the magnetization divided by M 0 approaches the scaling function φ M (g, 0), supporting the conclusion that the quantum ferromagnetic Heisenberg ring has the same magnetic scaling function with classical one.
In our scaling theory, the linear susceptibility ∂M/∂H of quantum ferromagnet diverges as T −2 at low temperature. Schlottmann [8] proposed the divergence of the type T −2 / ln(J/T ) using the numerical analysis of thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations. But later this was negated by the detailed investigations of thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations [9] .
Next we consider the function φ M (g, q) at q > 0, which is important for the analysis of short rings. This is represented by the eigenvalues E m,n (g) of Hamiltonian (5).
For q ≪ 1, φ M is dominated by the ground state m = n = 0. The energy gap to the second lowest eigenvalue at m = ±1, n = 0 is more than 1. Then, deviations from φ M (g, 0) are exponentially small:
In Table 2 we give the result of numerical calculation of φ M (g, q). We calculate E m,n (g) and E ′ m,n (g) numerically by diagonalizing the tridiagonal matrices (6) . Terms at very big n or m are not necessary because their contributions are exponentially small. Finally, we note that the behavior of the scaling functions is also simple in the limit q ≫ 1. The problem is now equivalent to a single classical rotor.
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